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Avoiding excessive coating thickness is the #1 key to reducing the operating cost of 

any finishing process

Coating uniformity and stability (repeatability with minimum effort) are absolutely 

essential

Greater application efficiency also leads to less powder recycling, less enamel 

deterioration. This reduces the range of impact of yet another process variable 

which matters for the coating stability, uniformity, retention.

The better we can control the application process and build-in measures aimed at 

achieving highly sustainable coating thickness uniformity and control, the less 

important become any “post-factum” measures aimed at measuring and controlling 

the coating uniformity.
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A highly uniform coating can be achieved by any experienced powder coater with the 

right:

- Spray system settings

- Gun mover serttings

- system maintenance

However, due to component wear, the powder output, spray pattern size and uniformity 

can and do change making perfect uniformity difficult to sustain.
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The goal of Nordson as the supplier of the most efficient and robust powder enameling 

systems is to provide its customers with the tools which enable a the greatest process 

stability and control. With minimum need for inspection and re-adjustments.
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Much of the effort when developing a new generation of a spray system goes not 

into powder charging but rather in the optimization of the spray pattern 

aerodynamics, efficiency gains due to lower spray velocity, elimination of the impact 

of wear on the system performance.
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The wear-resistance of the internal spray system components is one of the factors 

of great significance when maximizing coating uniformity and stability.
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All listed outcomes further the application efficiency and process control. The reduction 

in the powder recycling is significant. Powder deterioration is reduced due to: 

a) greater efficiency and less recycling; 

b) more gentle handling
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Dense-phase pumps deliver up to twice the productivity of a venturi system with higher 

powder outputs, significantly less air, soft spray pattern which can be tightly targeted to 

specific, most difficult to coat areas while having minimum impact on the adjacent 

surfaces.
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The use of the Dense-Phase bulk-transfer pumps is very gentle on the enamel material 

and significantly reduces the air-load on the sieves in high-quality enameling operations.
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New booth design enables high quality of color/enamel change with visual inspection 

and gentle enamel handling.
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